
Note to retailer: Please include our disclaimer as written in our descriptions below. 

Armour Up 

CA-04B Armour Up – Standard – Black  852184004714     

CA-04C Armour Up – Standard – Clear  852184004721     

CA-05B Armour Up – Large – Black  852184004738     

CA-05C Armour Up – Large – Clear  852184004745    

CA-06B Armour Up – Sport - Black 852184004783       

CA-06C Armour Up – Sport – Clear  852184004790    

Armour Up is a slimmer and thinner version of the best-selling Cock Armour for bigger bulges, enhanced erections, and more intense orgasms! 

It is designed with a revolutionary anatomical shape that hugs your torso and pushes your gear out entirely from your body to enhance your 

penis and scrotum.  

Armour Up is made of PFBlend which is a proprietary blend of Silicone and TPR developed to provide superior stretch, comfort and durability. 

Armour Up comes in three sizes Sport (1.5”/34mm), Standard (1.7”/38mm), and Large (1.9”/43mm).  It is available in two colors black, and clear 

and is safe with most lubes.   Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Ball Stretcher 

BS-10C SilaSkin Ball Stretcher - Opaque White 852184004196 

BS-10B SilaSkin Ball Stretcher – Black 852184004226 

BS-20C Ball Stretcher 2.0 in PFBlend - Ice Clear 852184004035 

Not too heavy and not too light, if you’ve never experienced sex while wearing a ball stretcher, this is the perfect toy to test the waters.  The 

super stretchy Ball Stretcher fits scrotums of most shapes and sizes.  The Ball Stretcher is super easy to put on, just stretch it between your 

fingers with each hand and gently release it between the base of your cock and your balls.  You won’t believe how amazing it feels to have sex 

while wearing the Ball Stretcher. 

The Ball Stretcher comes in two blends, SilaSkin which is our proprietary blend of TPR and Silicone and PF Blend which is for guys who like a 

more snug fit.  The Ball Stretcher is safe with most lubes.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  Wash thoroughly with mild soap 

and water. The Siliskin version comes in black and opaque white and the PF Blend comes in ice clear. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Cock & Ball 

CR-11C SilaSkin Cock + Ball - Opaque White 852184004363 

CR-11B SilaSkin Cock + Ball – Black 852184004172 



After a year of testing and sizing our design concept, we almost blew a gasket when we tested the final version of our combo cock + ball sex 

toy!  The super stretchy combo Cock + Ball is completely unique and is so soft and comfortable when wearing it!  When putting this unit on, 

make sure you stretch the cock ring over your entire cock and balls.  After that, the ball stretcher will be dangling under your scrotum and just 

simply use both hands to gently stretch it over your balls.  Believe us, you won’t ever need to worry about losing your hard on with this toy. 

The Cock + Ball fits most men of any size, length and girth.  The Cock & Ball is made of SilaSkin which is our proprietary blend of TPR and Silicone 

and is irresistibly soft and safe with most lubes.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  Wash thoroughly with mild soap and 

water. The Cock & Ball comes in black and opaque white. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Cock Armour  

CA-01B Cock Armour Large - Black 852184004288 

CA-01C Cock Armour Large - Clear 852184004271 

CA-01R Cock Armour Large - Red  852184004387 

 

CA-03B Cock Armour Standard –Black  852184004752 

CA-03C Cock Armour Standard –Clear  852184004769    

Cock Armour is a new concept in cock luxury; it is a product that defies categorization.  It is not a traditional cock ring, but incorporates many 

original features to make the product become an integrated part of your anatomy.  Cock Armour is designed with a revolutionary anatomical 

shape that hugs your torso and pushes your gear out entirely from your body to enhance your penis and scrotum.  It’s super stretchy and it’s 

really easy to get on.   Once you have it in place, it gives you prolonged erections and it’s comfortable enough to wear for longer sessions.   

Cock Armour comes in two sizes Standard (1.7”/38mm), and Large (1.9”/43mm).  Cock Armour is made of PF Blend which is a mix of Silicone 

and TPR.  Cock Armour Large and comes in three colors, black, red and clear and Cock Armour Standard comes in black and clear.  Cock Armour 

is safe with most lubes, however it is not compatible with latex. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

 

Cock Armour Buzz 

C-02C Orbit Vibrating Body-Fit Stimulator - Clear 852184004684 

CA-02B Orbit Vibrating Body-Fit Stimulator - Black 852184004677 

Cock Armour Buzz is a vibration product for men; it uses Perfect Fit’s revolutionary Body-Fit ™ design which fits like no other product. It is 

extremely comfortable and secure fitting. The amazing shape allows for the vibration bullet to be located in the perfect placement, providing an 

electrifying experience that is pleasurable for both partners. 

The innovative design and incredibly stretchy material makes it possible to fit most men of any size length or girth and will stimulate most 

partners when the 3-speed vibrating stem is turned on.  The Body-Fit shape is a Perfect Fit innovation and uses a concave form that integrates 

to the male anatomy providing him confidence when using the product.  

Cock Armour Buzz is made of PF Blend which is a proprietary blend of Silicone and TPR developed to provide superior stretch, comfort and 

durability. It is available in black and clear and is safe with most lubes; however it is not compatible with latex. 



Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. These products are Phthalate 

free, do not contain latex and meet European EN71-3 toy safety standards. 

 

Cruiser Cock Ring 

CR-10C SilaSkin Cruiser Ring - Opaque White 852184004134 

CR-10B SilaSkin Cruiser Ring – Black 852184004158 

CR-20C Cruiser Cock Ring in PFBlend - Ice Clear 852184004004 

CR-13 Cruiser Ring Fishbowl – 50 Units – (12 Black/13 White)  TBD 

That perfect cock ring that you hoped for is now a reality.  Not too soft, and not too hard, it’s just the perfect fit.  The super stretchy and beefy 

Cruiser cock ring fits most men of any size, length and girth.  The Cruiser is super easy to put on, just stretch the ring between your fingers with 

each hand and simply pull it over your entire cock and balls.  You won’t believe how comfortable the Cruiser feels and makes sex much more 

enjoyable. 

The Cruiser design comes in two blends, SilaSkin which is our proprietary blend of TPR and Silicone for a gentle squeeze; and PF Blend which is 

for guys who like a more snug fit.   The Cruiser is safe with most lubes.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  Wash thoroughly 

with mild soap and water. The Siliskin version comes in black and opaque white and the PF Blend comes in ice clear. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

 

Double Tunnel Plug 

HP-07B Double Tunnel Plug - Medium – Black 852184004493 

HP-07C Double Tunnel Plug - Medium – Clear 852184004486 

HP-07R Double Tunnel Plug - Medium - Red 852184004479 

HP-08B Double Tunnel Plug - Large – Black 852184004509 

HP-08C Double Tunnel Plug - Large – Clear 852184004523 

HP-08R Double Tunnel Plug - Large –Red 852184004516 

HP-09B Double Tunnel Plug - X- Large – Black 852184004547 

HP-09C Double Tunnel Plug - X- Large – Clear 852184004530 

HP-09R Double Tunnel Plug - X- Large - Red 852184004554 

 

The Double Tunnel Plug features two plugs that slightly taper to the tip which makes it one of the most innovative butt plugs available on the 

market.  In addition to being a standard butt plug, you can use the tunnel hole that goes all the way through the plug for various play including 

lube insertion, fingers, watersports and toys.  The clear version also makes it possible to see right into the other person. 

 

Dimensions  Insertable  Length   Circumference  

Medium   3.5 inches    6.9 inches 



Large   4.5 inches    8.8 inches 

Extra Large  5 inches    10 inches 

The Double Tunnel Plug is made of special blend of silicone and TPR called PF Blend.  It is available in ice clear, black and red.  The Tunnel Butt 

Plug is safe with most lubes.  This product is not compatible with Latex products.  Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water.    

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

  

Ergo Speed H2O System 

ER-02 Ergo Speed H20 System - Black [6" Flexi-Nozzle, Backflow Preventer] 852184004059 

The Ergo Speed System leads the pack of mainstream anal water play and cleaning systems.  Not only do you get a great fresh clean, but this 

also makes anal play much more fun than ever.  The Ergo Speed comes with a six inch soft folding TPR nozzle which makes it extremely 

comfortable. The nozzle easily bends to accommodate the natural curve inside your body, to give you the easiest and most pleasurable 

experience. 

The absolute best feature on the Ergo Speed is the innovative and highly effective backflow preventer system which uses an air valve on the 

bottom of the bulb.  No other product has anything like this.  It prevents any residue from entering back in the system, and lets you squeeze the 

rest of the water inside.   

The Ergo Speed sports a bending nozzle and Ergo Air Valve Technology. With its 6” TPR bending, bulbous nozzle, a quick cleanse is easy and 

comfortable. The Bulb is 10 oz Medical Grade PVC/ Phthalate free, with proprietary quick screw-in 6” nozzle.  The Ergo Speed is made of 

Phthalate free TPR and meets EN-713 standards. Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Ergo Deep Clean System 

ER-03 Deep Clean System - Black [9" Deep Clean Flexi-Nozzle, Backflow Preventer] 852184004356 

Having trouble finding a deep cleaning system?  Well the wait is over; the Ergo Deep Clean system makes anal play and cleaning more fun and 

comfortable than ever. With its nine inch soft TPR folding nozzle, you will get an incredible clean with a bulb that holds more water than ever 

before.   This is the first nine inch portable system ever available on the market.   

The best feature on the Ergo Deep Clean is the innovative and highly effective backflow preventer system which uses an air valve on the bottom 

of the bulb.  No other product has anything like this.  It prevents any residue from entering back in the system, and lets you squeeze the rest of 

the water inside which makes it extremely sanitary.   

The Ergo Deep sports a bending nozzle and Ergo Air Valve Technology. With its 9” TPR bending, bulbous nozzle, a quick cleanse is easy and 

comfortable. The Bulb is 10 oz Medical Grade PVC/ Phthalate free, with proprietary quick screw-in 9” nozzle.  The Ergo Deep is made of 

Phthalate free TPR and meets EN-713 standards. Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Fat Boy Extender 

CS-01C Fat Boy Extender (Original Large Size) – Clear 852184004066 

CS-01B Fat Boy Extender (Original Large Size) – Black 852184004073 



Looking for a little extra something for the partner tonight?  The insanely stretchy Fat Boy Extender will do the trick by adding a noticeable girth 

to your penis and make it feel really huge. It's super easy to get on and off and stays in place by hooking onto your scrotum with the opening on 

the bottom, which also gives the most satisfying pull on your scrotum while stroking or penetration.   

Don’t have a date tonight? That doesn’t mean you still can’t have some fun!  The Fat Boy makes an awesome stroker with its nubs and ribs and 

soft cushioned feeling on the inside. Our customers tell us it one of the best strokers out there.  Just pour some of your favorite lube on the 

inside and you’re off to the races! 

The Fat Boy is not too hard like some others on the market.  The blend is called Silaskin, which is a perfect mix of Silicone and TPR which gives it 

an unbelievable stretch factor, which contributes to making this our most popular sex toy!    

The Inner dimension is 7.5"which is designed so that an average man has room in the tip.  However, this product fits those guys that are 

packing a unit that is large and in charge.  For guys looking for a more snug fit, check out our newest product in the Fat Boy line, the Fat Boy 

Sport! 

Remember, this is not a contraceptive or a substitute for a condom.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  The Fat Boy Extender 

is safe with most lubes. Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. The Fat Boy Extender comes in black and opaque white.  This product is 

porous. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

 

Fat Boy Thin 

CS-03B Fat Boy Thin (7.5”) – Black  852184004806 

CS-03C Fat Boy Thin (7.5”) – Clear  852184004813   

The Fat Boy Thin is the newest product in the Fat Boy Line and is perfect for you guys looking for an ultra-real feeling sheath.    The super strong 

Fat Boy Thin gives that extra girth to your penis without it being too large for your partner to handle. It’s incredibly easy to get on and off and 

stays in place by hooking onto your scrotum with the opening hole at the base of the sheath, which also gives the most pleasing pull on your 

scrotum while stroking or having intercourse.   

The Fat Boy Thin is also a great toy for having some masturbatory fun when you find yourself without a date, the Fat Boy Sport also makes a 

great stroker with its nubs and ribs and soft cushioned feeling on the inside. Just pour some of your favorite lube on the inside and you’re set 

for a perfect night alone with your new best friend. 

The Fat Boy Thin is not too hard like some others on the market.  The blend is called SilaSkin, which is a perfect mix of Silicone and TPR which 

gives it an unbelievable stretch factor, which makes it one of our most popular sex toys!    

The Inner dimension is 6.5"which is designed for a more snug fit and a perfect size extender for penetration or masturbation.  For all you guys 

that are packing a little more heat, check out our original Fat Boy! 

Remember, this is not a contraceptive or a substitute for a condom.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  The Fat Boy Thin is 

safe with most lubes. Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. The Fat Boy Thin comes in black and opaque white. This product is porous.   

 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products 

 

Fat Boy Sport 

CS-02C Fat Boy Sport Extender (6.5") – Clear 852184004110 

CS-02B Fat Boy Sport Extender (6.5") – Black 852184004127 



The Fat Boy Sport is the second product added to the super successful Fat Boy product line and is perfect for guys looking for a more snug fit.    

The insanely stretchy Fat Boy Sport adds a noticeable girth to your penis and makes it feel really huge. It's super easy to get on and off and stays 

in place by hooking onto your balls with the opening on the bottom, which also gives the most pleasing tug on your balls while stroking or 

fucking.  Nothing makes us more sex crazed than hooking one of these bad boys onto our units! 

Pulling a solo act tonight? There’s no shame in having some masturbatory fun with the hand that never fails, cause the Fat Boy Sport also makes 

a great stroker with its nubs and ribs and soft cushioned feeling on the inside. Just pour some of your favorite lube on the inside and you’re 

gonna cum like you’ve never felt it before. 

The Fat Boy is not too hard like some others on the market.  The blend is called Silaskin, which is a perfect mix of Silicone and TPR which gives it 

an unbelievable stretch factor, which makes it our most popular sex toy!    

The Inner dimension is 5.5"which is designed for a snug fit and a perfect size extender for penetration.  For all you guys that are packing a little 

more heat, check out our original Fat Boy! 

Remember, this is not a contraceptive or a substitute for a condom.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  The Fat Boy Sport is 

safe with most lubes. Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. The Fat Boy Sport comes in black and opaque white. This product is porous.   

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products 

 

Hump Gear 

HG-01C Hump Gear – Clear 852184004646 

HG-01B Hump Gear – Clear 852184004653 

 

Are you ready for a new butt play experience?  Hump Gear is the world's first butt plug that can be used for penetration.  How does it work?  

Well the top puts the plug on like a cock sheath, and then slowly inserts it into the person who is recieving, making sure the large nub that is 

just above the base goes all the way in.  Once it’s in, the nub acts as an anchor to hold it in place and gives ultimate independence for the top to 

play as he wishes. 

After that, the top can enjoy the experience knowing it won’t come out and the reciever enjoys extra girth and extra length with no friction 

whatsoever.  It also has great internal ribs which makes it pleasurable for both partners, and it’s designed so you can have extended sessions. 

Hump Gear is made of SilaSkin which is a perfect mix of Silicone and TPR that gives it an unbelievable stretch, which contributes to making this 

one of our best selling sex toys. Hump Gear makes your cock feel wider and longer so the bottom can last longer. Hump Gear has an insertable 

length of 6 inches and insertable diameter of 2.4 which of course stretches to fit most guys of any size. 

Remember, this is not a contraceptive or a substitute for a condom.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  Hump Gear is safe with 

most lubes. Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water.  Hump Gear is available in black and clear.  This product is porous. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Neo Ring 

CR-60 Neoprene snap cockrings 852184004332 

CR-60 – BULK Neoprene snap cockrings 852184004349 

The easy to use Neo Ring is one of the most comfortable cock rings on the market.  With four individual snaps, you can easily and securely 

adjust the size of the ring as your penis gets bigger.  The snaps are very durable and fit very tight so you don’t have to worry that it might come 



off during sex.  The neo Ring has soft stitched edges with no sharp edges and the neoprene material is extremely comfortable with just the right 

amount of give, so it doesn’t get too tight. 

The Neo ring is made out of neoprene and comes in black.   

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

ORBIT 

OR-01C Orbit Vibrating Body-Fit Stimulator - Clear 852184004707 

OR-01B Orbit Vibrating Body-Fit Stimulator - Black 852184004691 

The ORBIT is a vibration product made for couples; it uses Perfect Fit’s revolutionary Body-Fit ™ design which fits like no other product. It is 

extremely comfortable and secure fitting. The amazing shape allows for the vibration bullet to be located in the perfect placement for her, 

providing an electrifying experience that is pleasurable for both partners. 

The innovative design and incredibly stretchy material makes it possible to fit most men of any size length or girth and will stimulate most 

women when the 3-speed vibrating stem is turned on.  The Body-Fit shape is a Perfect Fit innovation and uses a concave form that integrates to 

the male anatomy providing him a confidence in using the product.  

The ORBIT is made of PF Blend which is a proprietary blend of Silicone and TPR developed to provide superior stretch, comfort and durability. It 

is available in black and clear and is safe with most lubes; however it is not compatible with latex. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. These products are Phthalate 

free, do not contain latex and meet European EN71-3 toy safety standards. 

 

 

Ram Ring 

CR-40B Ram Ring – Single – Black 852184004431 

CR-41 Ram Ring Kit – Double - Black/Black 852184004448 

CR-42 Ram Ring Fish Bowl = 50 units TBD 

The Ram Ring is designed by Tribal Son, a duo of master artisans known around the world for their silver jewelry designs.  The highly styled ring 

can be used as a traditional cock ring or worn as a body adornment.   It is made with our industry-leading proprietary materials, which makes it 

a superior long lasting durable ring that is extremely comfortable to wear.  

The Ram Ring is made of PF Blend which is a mixture of Silicone and TPR and is available in black only.  The Ram Ring is available as a solo ring 

or as a couple’s kit which includes two rings.  The Ram Ring is safe with most lubes.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  Wash 

thoroughly with mild soap and water. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Real Boy Kit 



CS-04 Real Boy Kit   852184004776 

 

The Real Boy Kit is Perfect Fit’s first dildo product that comes in a combo pack with the opaque white Fat Boy Thin (CS-03C).     The sheath fits 

perfectly over the dong, hooking over the scrotum which creates a super tight vacuum seal making it one of the most realistic feeling dong 

products available on the market.  You can also use the dong without the sheath which has a suction cup at the base of the dong which easily 

secures to many surfaces.  You can also use the Fat Boy Thin without the dong for penetration or masturbation making it a 4 in 1 multi-use 

product. 

The Real Boy Kit dong is made of TPE (Thermoplastic elastomer) which is a remarkable new safe material that is 100% recyclable.  The Fat Boy 

Thin is made of SilaSkin, which is a perfect mix of Silicone and TPR which gives it an unbelievable stretch factor.  The Inner dimension of the Fat 

Boy thin is 6.5" and the Real Boy Dong is 7.5”.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  The Fat Boy Kit is safe with most lubes. Wash 

thoroughly with mild soap and water. The Real Boy Kit comes with an opaque white Fat Boy Thin. This product is porous and not a substitute 

for a condom.   

 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

Ribbed Ring 

CR-30C Ribbed Ring – Clear 852184004394 

CR-30B Ribbed Ring – Black 852184004400 

CR-31 Ribbed Ring - Mixed Fish Bowl - 25 Rings - 13  Black/12 Clear 852184004608 

Never mind those cheap flimsy cock rings that break after only a few uses, the Ribbed Ring is the new standard for superior long lasting durable 

cock rings that won’t break.  They are extremely comfortable to wear, never harsh or scratchy and made with the sensual comfort of PF Blend.  

It is made with our industry-leading proprietary materials, which makes it a superior long lasting durable ring that is extremely comfortable to 

wear.  

The Ribbed Ring is made of PF Blend which is a mixture of Silicone and TPR and is available in black and clear.   The Ribbed Ring is safe with 

most lubes.  This product is not compatible with latex products.  Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

 

Speed Shift 

SS-01R Speed Shift - 17 Adjustments – Red 852184004080 

SS-01B Speed Shift - 17 Adjustments- Black 852184004097 

SS-01P Speed Shift - 17 Adjustments – Purple 852184004103 

This Speed Shift is full of surprises with its adjustable quick release tab and seventeen different size adjustments.  You never have to worry 

about this ring not fitting; you just simply change the tab, so it truly is one size fits all.  Not to mention if you have a friend over, you don’t have 

to go digging through your closet to find one that fits; this one will do the trick.     

The ball rope works in combination with the ball guide to allow easy adjusting of the ring while in use.  The two inch increments are designed so 

that every man can get the perfect fitting ring.  Combined with a quick release tab, this product is ideal for first timers and individuals who are 

looking for an easy to use ring. 



When you put some lube on the ring, it helps it slide through the tabs.  So as your penis gets harder, just easily adjust the ring and you will 

always have the perfect fit!   

The Speed Shift is safe with all lubes. Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water. The Speed Shift comes in red, purple or black. 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

 

Tunnel Butt Plug 

HP-02B Tunnel Plug - Medium – Black 852184004240 

HP-02C Tunnel Plug – Medium – Clear 852184004233 

HP-02R Tunnel Plug – Medium – Red 852184004455 

HP-03B Tunnel Plug – Large – Black 852184004264 

HP-03C Tunnel Plug – Large – Clear 852184004257 

HP-03R Tunnel Plug – Large – Red 852184004462 

HP-04B Tunnel Plug - X- Large – Black 852184004578 

HP-04C Tunnel Plug - X- Large – Clear 852184004585 

HP-04R Tunnel Plug - X- Large – Red 852184004561 

You’ve never seen anything like this; it’s the coolest innovation in butt plugs since they were introduced to the market.  Instead of just plugging 

someone’s butt, you can open it and use the incredible tunnel hole that goes all the way through the plug.  Besides the unbelievable sensation, 

the clear version has the added benefit of someone actually able to see right into it.  Use your imagination and go wild, or easily insert fingers 

or lube right through the plug. 

The Tunnel Plug is made of a blend of silicone and TPR called PF Blend.  It is available in ice clear, black and red.   

 

The Tunnel Butt Plug is safe with most lubes.  This product is not compatible with Latex products.  Wash thoroughly with mild soap and water.    

Dimensions  Insertable Length  Circumference 
Medium   2.5 inches   6.3 inches 
Large   3.0 inches   7.9 inches 
Extra Large  4.0 inches   9.0 inches 

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 

3 Ring Kit 

CR-21 Silicone 3 Ring Kit Mix Black 852184004295 

CR-22 Silicone 3 Ring Kit X Large Black 852184004301 

CR-23 Silicone 3 Ring Kit Large Black 852184004318 



CR-24 Silicone 3 Ring Kit Medium Black852184004325 

When you are looking for a simple classic cock ring, these silicone rings will do the trick.  Quick and easy to use, just slip the entire ring over 

your cock and balls and you’ll enjoy a rock hard erection for as long as you need.  

These cock rings come in medium and large and extra large and are available in black.   

Perfect Fit Brand Products are sold, and intended for use strictly as adult novelty toys for entertainment. They are not intended for medical use 

and have not been clinically tested. No medical claims are warranted or implied by the use of these products. 

 


